KV NDA PUNE-23
PERIODICAL TEST -1 (2018) SET - 2
SUB: ENGLISH

MARKING SCHEME

MARKS : 40

READING SECTION
Q.1. Read the following passage and choose the correct option given below:
(5 marks) (one mark each)
1. The young boy
2. due to shed of the cattle
3. Panther strayed in the house
4. He heard the sound
5. Climbing on the cupboard
Q.2. Read the following questions and answer the questions given below:
(5 marks) (one mark each)
1. Television
2. Unlike radio we actually see things.
3. John l Baired, in 1922
4. Delhi, Madras, calcuutta, Lucknow, Shrinagar
5. Noun forms: i) communication

ii) invention
WRITING SECTION

Q.3. NOTICE WRITING (5 marks)
FORMAT : 2 MARKS (School name, NOTICE, Date, Writer’s name Designation)
CONTENT: 3 MARKS ( Content with proper details, Accuracy, word limit 50 words)
Q.4. APPLICATION WRITING ( 5 marks)
FORMAT: 2 MARKS ( Sender’s address, Date, Address of the addressee, Subject, Salutation, Subscription)
CONTENT: 3 MARKS ( Content (with proper details), Fluency, Accuracy)

GRAMMAR SECTION
Q.5. Fill in the blanks in the sentences below with the words given in the box (5 marks) (one mark each)
ANS. i) lonely ii) thoughtful iii) hard iv) little v) delicious
Q.6. A) Complete each of the following phrases with a suitable word from the box.) ( ½ x 4=2 marks)
Ans. 1. Fleet

2. Bunch 3) brood

4) bundle

Q.6. B) Give Noun form of the following: (½ mark each) 1 mark
Sincere – Sincerity

Cruel - Cruelty
LITERATURE SECTION

Q.7. Answer the following questions (ANY SIX) (6X2=12 MARKS)
1. Patrick thought that his cat was playing with a doll, actually it was a tiniest size of man.
2. The dog finally chose the man as his master because he found that man is the strongest of all on the
earth.
3. The kite is compared to a ship. The two action words are: snaps & dive.
4. Because they thought that Taro had tricked them by telling a lie regarding the sake.
5. The second bird humbly gave a warm welcome the stranger to the ashrama and requested him to feel
comfortable in the hut. He also offered him the fresh cold water to drink.
6. Because when she saw the blood smeared mouth of the mongoose and jumped to the conclusion that
it had killed her baby.
7. The Home is made of a loving & caring family. The poet is Lorrain M Halli.
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